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We investigate the restoration of chiral SU(3)⊗SU(3) and axial UA (1) symmetries, at finite
temperature and density, in the framework of the three flavor Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model with
anomaly. We implement a temperature (density) dependence of the anomaly coefficient motivated
by lattice results for the topological susceptibility and we discuss the restoration of symmetries
by analyzing the behavior of the mesonic chiral partners and of the mixing angles. The results
indicate that the axial part of the symmetry is restored before the possible restoration of the full
U(3)⊗U(3) chiral symmetry can occur.
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L = q̄ ( i γ .∂ − m̂) q +

gS
2

8

∑ [ ( q̄ λ a q )2 + ( q̄ i γ5 λ a q )2 ]

a=0

+ gD {det [q̄ (1 + γ5 ) q] + det [q̄ (1 − γ5 ) q]}.

(1)

By using a standard hadronization procedure, an effective action is obtained, leading to gap equations for the constituent quark masses and to meson propagators from which several observables
are calculated [7]. In the present work we follow the methodology of [4, 5] and extract the temperature dependence of the anomaly coefficient gD from the topological susceptibility χ , which
is modeled as a Fermi function from lattice results [2] and we extrapolate a similar approach for
neutral cold quark matter in weak equilibrium (see Fig. 1, upper panels). We discuss the possible
restoration of chiral SU(3)⊗SU(3) and UA (1) symmetries by analyzing the convergence of scalar
and pseudoscalar mesons (chiral partners) and the behavior of the scalar and pseudoscalar mixing
angles (θS , θP )
At temperatures around T ≈ 200 MeV the mass of the light quarks drops to the current quark
mass, indicating a washed-out crossover. The strange quark mass, although decreasing, is still 2
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A challenging question in physics of strong interactions has been the understanding of the
physics of the low-lying hadron spectrum from the viewpoint of QCD dynamics and symmetries,
the explicit and spontaneous breaking of chiral and axial symmetries playing an important role in
this context.
Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion experiments are expected to provide the strong interaction conditions which will lead to new physics. Restoration of symmetries and deconfinement are expected
to occur, allowing for the search of signatures of quark gluon plasma. An interesting question is
whether both chiral SU(N f )⊗SU(N f ) and axial UA (1) symmetries are restored and which observables could exhibit manifestations of the possible restorations. The spectra of the low-lying scalar
and pseudoscalar mesons should carry relevant information in this concern, since it is expected
that the chiral partners get degenerate. Concerning specifically the UA (1) symmetry, a sign of its
restoration should be the vanishing of the topological susceptibility, which, in pure color SU(3)
theory, can be linked to the η 0 mass through the Witten-Veneziano formula [1]. In addition, since
the axial anomaly causes flavor mixing, with the consequent violation of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka
(OZI) rule, the restoration of axial symmetry should lead to the recovering of ideal mixing.
Several studies have been done linking the decrease with temperature of the topological susceptibility, χ , with the restoration of the UA (1) symmetry. Lattice results for χ exhibit a sharp drop
of this quantity around the critical temperature [2] and preliminary results at finite chemical potential also indicate a decrease of χ [3]. In model calculations the restoration of the UA (1) symmetry
may be achieved by assuming that the anomaly coefficient is a dropping function of temperature,
the form of this function being inspired on lattice results for χ [4, 5] or based on phenomenological
arguments [6].
The present work aims at investigating the restoration of chiral and axial symmetries with temperature and density. We perform our calculations in the framework of an extended SU(3) Nambu–
Jona-Lasinio model Lagrangian density that includes the ’t Hooft determinant which breaks the
UA (1) symmetry and we assume that the coefficient of this term is a dropping function of temperature (density). The model Lagrangian is:
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The results obtained for finite density are qualitatively similar, although some specific differences should be noticed. We analyze here the case of neutral quark matter in β –equilibrium, that
undergoes a first order phase transition [7].
Concerning the mixing angles for scalar and pseudoscalar mesons, θS and θP , we observe
that θS , like in the finite temperature case, starts at 16◦ and increases up to the ideal mixing angle
35.264◦ . A different behavior is found for the angle θP that starts at −5.8◦ and, instead of getting
the negative ideal value −57.74◦ , as in the T 6= 0 case, changes sign at ρB ≈ 4.8ρ0 and goes to the
ideal mixing angle 35.264◦ , leading to a change of identity between η and η 0 .
The meson masses, as function of the density, are plotted in Fig. 1, right panel. The SU(2)
chiral partners (π 0 , σ ) are bound states and become degenerated at ρB = 3ρ0 . Concerning the
SU(2) chiral partners (η , a0 ), while the a0 meson is always a purely non strange quark system,
the η has a strange component at ρB = 0 and, as the density increases, becomes less strange and
degenerates with a0 at 4.0ρ0 ≤ ρB ≤ 4.8ρ0 . In this range of densities (η , a0 ) and (π 0 , σ ) are all
degenerated. Suddenly the η mass separates from the others becoming a purely strange state (see
Fig. 1, right panel). This is due to the behavior of θP that changes the sign and goes to 35.264◦
at ρB ≈ 4.8ρ0 . On the other hand, the η 0 , that starts as an unbounded state and becomes bounded
at ρB > 3.0ρ0 , turns into a purely light quark system and degenerates with π 0 , σ and a0 mesons
at ρB ≈ 4.8ρ0 . We conclude that the UA (1) symmetry is effectively restored at ρB > 4ρ0 [8, 9]. In
fact, the UA (1) violating quantities show a tendency to vanish, which means that the four meson
masses are degenerated and the topological susceptibility goes to zero. This type of matter allows
also the study of manifestations of restoration of symmetries on the charged mesons. We observe
the convergence of charged pions and kaons with its scalar chiral partners, but differently from
pions, kaons are not meaningfully affected by the restoration of the UA (1) symmetry [9].
In summary, we have implemented a criterion which combines a lattice-inspired behavior
of the topological susceptibility with the convergence of appropriate chiral partners to explore
effective restoration of symmetries. We conclude that there is an effective restoration of chiral
SU(2)⊗SU(2) and UA (1) symmetries, but we do not observe the full restoration of the U(3)⊗U(3)
symmetry, although its axial part is restored at a moderate temperature (density).
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times the strange current quark mass at T = 400 MeV, meaning that chiral symmetry shows a slow
tendency to get restored in the s sector. In fact, since mu = md < ms , the (sub)group SU(2)⊗SU(2) is
a much better symmetry of the NJL Lagrangian. So, the effective restoration of the above symmetry
implies the degeneracy between the chiral partners (π 0 , σ ) and (a0 , η ) which, as it can be seen in
Fig. 1- left panel, occurs around T ≈ 250 MeV. At T ≈ 350 MeV both a0 and σ mesons become
degenerate with the π 0 and η mesons, and the scalar and pseudoscalar mixing angles achieve the
ideal values. This indicates an effective restoration of both chiral and axial symmetries. However,
the η 0 and f0 masses do not show a clear tendency to converge [8], which is a manifestation of the
absence of restoration of chiral symmetry in the strange sector in the range of temperatures studied.
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Figure 1: Results at T 6= 0 (left panels) and at ρB 6= 0 (right panels): topological susceptibility (upper panels)
and neutral scalar and pseudoscalar meson masses with gD constant (middle panels) and with gD temperature
(density) dependent (lower panels).
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